Voting with a Touchscreen Ballot on ClearAccess™

Contest Screen

Touch Settings for Magnification, Color/Contrast, Audio Ballot Playback, and Visual Ballot Display.

Touch the box to the left of the candidate’s name to make a selection, touch again to deselect your choice.

Touch the box to the left of the write-in option to access the Write-in screen.

Touch Back to return to the previous screen. Touch Next to go to the next contest.

Touch Print to print the ballot.

Write-in Screen

Touch the letters to enter the write-in candidate’s name and touch Accept.

Review Screen

Touch a contest to return to that contest screen to vote or edit the choice.

Touch to scroll down and see more contests.

Touch Review Votes to view the Review screen.

Touch Cancel to cancel the voting session.

Touch Help for voting instructions.

Touch Settings for Magnification, Color/Contrast, Audio Ballot Playback, and Visual Ballot Display.

Touch Cancel to cancel the voting session.

Touch Help for voting instructions.

Touch Settings for Magnification, Color/Contrast, Audio Ballot Playback, and Visual Ballot Display.

Touch Cancel to cancel the voting session.

Touch Help for voting instructions.
Voting with the Keypad on ClearAccess™

Contest Screen

Press to access the **Help** screen for voting instructions.

Press to return to the previous contest. Hold for one second to cancel the voting session.

Press to skip to the next contest. Hold for one second to review votes.

Write-in Screen

Press to reach a desired character.

Press to accept the character and continue to next character.

Press to accept the Write-in choice.

The Shift Key

The shift key changes button behaviors when pressed at the same time as the following:

- **<<** and **↑** increases/decreases volume.
- **<<** and **BACK** increases/decreases speech playback rate.
- **<<** and **NEXT** pauses/resumes speech playback.
- **<<** and **>>** advances to the next sentence.
- **<<** and **?** returns to the previous sentence.

Review Screen

Press to scroll and review votes.

Press to return to the selected contest

Press to print ballot.
Voting with the Sip and Puff Device on ClearAccess™

Contest Screen

- **Single Puff**: Go to the next choice.
- **Single Sip**: Return to the previous choice.
- **Double Sip**: Go to the previous contest.
- **Double Puff**: Go to the next contest.
- **Long Puff***: Select or deselect a choice, or to access the Write-in screen.
- **Single Sip**: Return to the previous choice.
- **Long Puff***: Accept the Write-in candidate's name.

Write-in Screen

- **Single Puff**: Scroll through the characters.
- **Double Puff**: Accept the character and continue to the next character.
- **Long Puff***: Accept the Write-in candidate's name.

Review Screen

- **Single Sip**: Advance through the contest and candidate list.
- **Long Puff***: Return to the selected contest on the ballot.
- **Double Puff**: Print the ballot.

*Triple Puff**: Access Settings: Magnification, Color/Contrast, Audio Ballot Playback, and Visual Ballot Display.

**Long Sip***: Access the Help screen.

**Triple Sip**: Cancel the voting session.

*A long sip or puff is about a half-second long.
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